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Abstract 

 
The Indian tourism and hospitality business plays a major role in the advancement of the service jobs in 
India. Considering the rich cultural and historical heritage, variety in ecology and natural attractions, 
tourism in India has substantial potential. According to Invest India National Investment Promotion and 
Facilitation Agency, India has a share of 1.5% in World Tourist Arrivals and the travel market is predicted 
to reach US$ 125 billion by FY27 from an estimated US$ 75 billion in FY20. Also the number of jobs in 
tourism sector, are expected to climb to 53 million by 2029. India is one of the most digitally advanced 
travellers nation in terms of digital tools being used for planning, booking  and experiencing a journey. 
There is an extensive range of solutions in the market that cater to needs of the tourism industry. However 
majority of these solutions concentrate on either an information provider or on providing some tourist 
services, and there is a lack of studies for providing unified measures to meet both the needs. The purpose 
of this “Virtual Tourist Guide” is to overcome these needs and provide  effortless, secure and user friendly 
solutions for tourism management. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Tourism is the most vital and quickest growing industries. India is a major tourist destination as it 
is one of the most religiously and ethnically diverse nations in the world. Due to which there is 
high inflow of domestic and foreign tourists who visit India.. The demand for work force in tourism 
within the current scenario isn't sufficient. The data which is being provided by guide has no proof 
of authenticity. “Virtual Tourist Guide” is an application that enhances the tourism experience by 
providing navigation and information sharing features. It is an “all in one” platform for all the 
features required within an application based tourist guide. The purpose of this interactive virtual 
guide is to assist and encourage tourists to go to different and exciting tourist places . “Virtual 
Tourist Guide”, aims to help the tourist to understand the visited place in an elite manner. 
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2. Literature survey 
 
In tourism and hospitality industry, which solely relies on offering services, the word-of-mouth has 
a very special place. The word-of-mouth is directly related to expressing human feelings and 
emotions towards different experiences. The AR applications[2] can bolster the emotional 
connection of tourists to destinations that in turn leads to repeated sales and business. 
A mobile application that implements Augmented Reality (AR) technology[1] to fetch information 
about landmarks by capturing live images. As, Augmented Reality (AR) only on its own is still in 
its developmental stages a combination approach of AR and text based features can help overcome 
inadequacies of AR. An android based local tourist guide information provider[7] is utilized. 
However, local tourist guides may not be the most reliable source for accurate information as it 
reflects poor accuracy. To subdue this hurdle a more accurate information source can be integrated.  
 Context is defined by announcing a set of Objectives and Businesses and providing a sample of 
customer names. Objectives refer to the different types of questions a chatbot faces (e.g. “Sales 
Question” or “Support Question”), while Businesses refer to specific information sources required 
to process the query (e.g. “Product Name” or “Error Code”). Responses can be defined using 
standing answers such as “Sure, I will process your order”, or they can be redirected to a complex 
processing pipe that involves performing one or more business functions. This function can also 
serve as a cheat sheet for chatbot engineers to check the use of their operating case[3].  Lex provides 
a well-written user guide to access its AWS CLI (command-line interface) for Lex related activities. 
However, Lex does not provide a way to provide immediate feedback to the user. The filling step 
should be completed (either by requesting a Lambda job or by returning the boundaries to the 
client). Only after the completion of the fulfillment, the consistent response can be displayed. In 
Lex, while context variables can be used for all purposes, they cannot be set in the UI. They should 
be based on the answers provided by Lambda Functions. 
 Content-based image recognition and retrieval programs (CBIR)[4] often analyze image content 
by subtle features, such as color, texture, and shape. In order to achieve the highest efficiency of 
semantic retrieval, modern systems often combine low-level and high-quality features that contain 
human psychological information. However, such combinations increase the time and memory 
requirements as well as the complexity of the acquisition of the element removal process. By using 
the same information, interpersonal and internal relationships, a larger vote is used in the results of 
these processes as a means of deciding to select appropriate features. The proposed feature selection 
and measurement method can be used to improve image retrieval functionality based on semantic 
content, reduce the complexity of the retrieval process, and improve system usability for end users.  
 Object detection requires a process of image processing to detect an object in a photograph 
captured by a camera. Finding an object requires a process of front and back separation[8]. 
However, since the computer is capable of distinguishing the front and back of the image itself, 
image processing technology capable of distinguishing the front and back is required. Image 
processing technology analyzes and provides image information so that it can process and 
understand image features and information needed in the system. However, the algorithm for 
obtaining objects using existing CNN separators has the problem that processing time increases 
and real-time processing is difficult when objects are separated from the image 
 
3. Proposed Work 
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A. Methodology 
This system handles boundaries of the current Computer Vision techniques that prevent the 

implementation of mature Augmented Reality applications[1].  To overcome these limitations, we 
propose a web application with real time image processing using tensor flow pre-trained model, a 
chat-bot using Amazon Lex service and interactive and easy to use interface.  

Through this web application, we aim to provide authentic information about the tourist 
attraction from the data available in the database to the user.  Also, providing   users, ease to interact 
with the application through life-like conversational bot using Amazon Lex. 

Thus, this application provides users, all of the functions on their fingertip. 

B. Dependency 
● Data 

● Internet 

● Camera and speaker 

C. Nature of proposed work 
● Using mobile phone camera, click the picture of the tourist attraction. 

● Web application will make an API call for each service that is being provided.  

● The web services will respond to those calls and get back to the application with a result 
which will be showcased properly by the application with a better UI experience. 

● If the user wishes the result may be conveyed vocally to the user. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Use case diagram 
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Fig. 2. Image Processing of sample tourist attraction 

 

 

Fig. 3. System architecture 
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D. Proposed System 
The proposed system can be implemented by using following  technologies - 

Amazon lex is a service for creating conversational interfaces for applications that use speech 
and text. Amazon lex offers high deep learning capabilities, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) 
for converting speech to text and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) for detection of text 
intent. With the help of Amazon lex you can easily develop elegant chat-bots in natural language. 

 

Workflow of Chat-bot: 

The user interacts with the web application, authenticates itself (handled by AWS IAM 
Authentication service), and then navigates to messaging page. Every message from the user is then 
validated against the checks using AWS Lambda functions that is hooked to AWS Lex service.  

 
Fig. 4. Chatbot Workflow on Amazon Cloud 

 

Ajax creates fast and dynamic websites. Another advantage of Ajax is that it enables web pages 
to be updated on the flow. Hence,  

JQuery is a JavaScript library which enables you to use JavaScript on your websites in an easier 
manner. JQuery packages common tasks requiring many line of code into single line code. 

React is an open source frontend javascript library which brings about the creation of interactive 
user interfaces by building component based interfaces. 

Django is a python web framework providing a powerful form library handling the rendering 
forms as HTML, validating data submitted by users and converting the data into native python 
types.   

 Tensorflow uses DELF Module for landmark detection. The image is resized and cropped and 
using tensorflow trained weighted model, we can classify and predict the image class. 

 
 
4. Conclusions  
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We studied how we will implement and develop an application which will be useful for tourists. 
This study has found that the traditional method used has many flaws or ambiguities which can 
be fixed to provide better user experience. Hence the work can be implemented with better 
approach and technology to provide better experience to the user. 
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